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Some months ago I wrote with somewhat haughty disdain about my working life in the cafe at a local
outpatient surgery center and the joys of making sandwiches and pie for the elderly visitors who

frequent the facility (2/03/10 The Ladies). After having been platooned at the
little cafe for nearly three months, I’d grown fond of working there and
especially of the women who run the place. Each morning I’d go off to the
clean, scrupulously organized little shop and try to make the day a little better
for the visitors. Each afternoon, I’d arrive home a little bit happier and better
adjusted than the last. Day after day of making sandwiches and watching the
shadows change shape outside on the sun dappled lawns. That couldn’t last.

Today I went back to work at the hospital. The Big House. It was as if someone had tapped me on
the shoulder as a Senior in high school and said that it was time to return to Jr. high.* The smells
were overwhelming. Down the basement hallways there was the distinct odor of Formalin. And fish.
One of the younger nutrition staffers had left a box of rotting, formerly frozen, breaded fish in a walk
in pop cooler. Each time someone would open the door the overpowering stench of rotten scrod
wafted up to meet them. The old headache started to come on as I went to find disinfectant and had
someone call the food distributor for baking soda. Welcome home, Mel Thompson.

Welcome home indeed and happy to be anywhere. That is the working attitude I’ve taken on.
Underneath the sound of co-workers accusing each other of the same misdeeds they were three
months ago, you can hear me chuckling. Usually as I go to find a mop and some powerful cleaning
agents. By the Grace of God I still have a job. A pretty decent one at that. I still get up earlier than I
have to each day, excited by the prospect of weirdness. At some point my career in the basement
will end (I keep saying that. Confidence and a dream are also gifts of Grace and I humbly carry them
with me). Would I want to be a “suit” and give up the joys of cooking? I get asked that question quite
a bit and the answer is that I’d settle for wearing clothes that are still clean by 9:00 in the morning.

One of the “kids” (although at 25, she’d disagree with me using that term) pitched a fit because I get
to work at different locations and take on various tasks. I had to chuckle about that idea, as well
(naturally, as I went to find a clean mop). Honestly, the thought that I “get to” do anything is absurd. I
just go where I’m told to and it’s led to some interesting forays outside the hospital basement. We’ll
see how long I’m home this time.

*Jr. High School was a middle-to-late 20th Century institution to which parents voluntarily committed
their hormonally insane 13 and 14 year olds for 8 hours each day. These same teenagers went on
to become the adults who run society today. Which is why the concept has become outmoded.
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